Abstract—Recent advances in object proposals have been achieved obvious performance to speed up sliding window based object detection or recognition. However, the spatial-temporal object proposal of multi-objects in video is still a challenging problem. Applying the existing image methods frame by frame will result in three defects. First, no guarantee to keep the consistent proposal results, i.e., it is hard to avoid omitting objects even in consecutive or similar sequences. Second, the latent information contained in time dimension would not be made best use of to improve the detection rate. Third, due to the motion blur caused by motion flow, the efficiency of object proposals relying on contour or edge features would be definitely degraded. In this paper, we propose an efficient method for video object proposals. By introducing image method into context-aware framework, we get the improved detection rate compared to the frame by frame usage, while keeping a controllable computing efficiency. Firstly, the bounding boxes produced by image proposals are used as the input. Then the candidate windows are scored with contextual information by generating motion-based mapping boxes. To evaluate the multi-object proposal results, we build a specific dataset. Experiments show that the proposed method can improve the detection rate of the original image method, and especially achieve better performance when proposing a small set of bounding boxes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Based on some visual cognitive and neuropsychological evidences, it is believed that human can quickly and accurately identify objects without recognizing them [1]. Due to the scientific acquaintance foundation, generating object proposals has become a promising and helpful pre-processing technique for fulfilling many computer vision tasks, such as object detection, recognition and classification. However, most state-of-the-arts are designed for image object proposals [2–7], for the common sense is that video object proposals can be solved by applying image methods frame by frame. Therefore, few solutions pay much attention to design specific pre-processing procedures for multi-object proposals in video. By thorough experiments, we found that it is not enough to directly apply image object proposals into video based on three facts.

- Omitting objects is inevitable even in consecutive or similar frames;
- Motion blur would degrade the edge or contour based proposal results;
- Temporal information preserved in neighboring frames should be utilized.

Fig. 1 (b) and (e) show the proposal results generated by [5] in five successive sequences. Red rectangles are the missing proposals compared to annotations. The inconsistency in time domain is obvious. Few methods specially serve for video multi-object proposals. Gilad et al. [8] aimed at finding the dominant objects in the scene and obtaining rough, yet consistent segmentations thereof. Due to the usage of multiple segmentations, it is inapplicable to serve as a pre-processing procedure. Van den Bergh et al. [9] proposed a novel method for the online extraction of video superpixels, contributing to delivering tubes of bounding boxes throughout extended time intervals. Though efficient in acquiring video superpixels, consistently tracking large amount of initial bounding boxes seems much too troublesome. Oneata et al. [10] explored the problem of generating video tube proposals for spatio-temporal action detection. This research is a branch of action detection in video, while our method devotes to proposing the category independent bounding boxes that probably contain objects no matter they are still or not. In brief, most related methods [11, 12] are explicitly defined to propose dominant objects or moving objects for video object detection. The complicated video content analysis determined that these methods may not suitable for pre-filtering. It is imperative to find a compromised way to tackle video multi-object proposals by leveraging advantages of image proposals and video intrinsic characters. Besides, the lack of comprehensive dataset with consecutively annotated ground truth in bounding boxes is another problem to be solved.

Generally, motivated by the challenges motioned above, we propose a context-aware video object proposal framework, aiming at minimizing the gap between image and video object proposals. First, candidate boxes are generated by image object proposals. Then these bounding boxes are scored by mapping them to respectively neighboring frames. The final score of each bounding box is summed up by weighted Gaussian. After ranking proposals based on these final scores, a series of bounding boxes are proposed. In order to quantitatively and objectively evaluate the proposed method, we build a new dataset with successive bounding box annotations for each frame in video. The explorations for these issues result in two main contributions as follows.
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We propose a context-aware framework for building a bridge between image and video object proposals with minimum cost, which provides an efficient solution to improve the detection rate compared to the frame by frame usage;

- We build a specific dataset for video multi-object analysis with 25 different shots from 5 famous movies. The ground truth is annotated as the rectangle frame by frame, which can be used as an expert benchmark for multi-object detection in video.

II. METHODOLOGY

Fig. 2 depicts the overall procedures of the proposed framework, consisting of candidate bounding box generation, motion estimation, contextual-based re-scoring and bounding box re-ranking. Given a video, we aim at generating a serious of video object proposals by leveraging advantages of image object proposals and the basic feature in video. Our solution devotes to minimizing the additional computing cost as much as possible to make it suitable for a pre-filtering process and improving the detection rate compared to the frame by frame usage of image proposals.

A. Candidate bounding box generation

Our key idea is to utilize the redundant information preserved in neighboring video frames while maintain a controllable computing increase, for the solution should be a better alternative method for a video pre-filtering process. By comprehensively reviewed the related work about object proposals, objectness-based and merging-based methods can be viewed as two main trends. As merging similarity based methods aims at reaching accurate segments by requiring much more computations compared to the object-based solutions, they are not suitable for preprocessing. On the contrary, object-based methods can achieve high computing efficiency by designing some invariant features from generic objects [4–7]. Therefore, a set of candidate bounding boxes

![Figure 2. The framework of the proposed method.](image-url)
should be firstly initialized. Considering the computing efficiency, these boxes can be generated by image proposals. In order to illustrate the context-aware framework more clearly, we formulate the key procedure for each processing module in a concise way. Let $n$ represent the $n_{th}$ frame $f_n$ of one video shot $V$, the generated candidate bounding box $C_n$ can be shown as:

$$C_n = \{ b_i | b_i \in I( f_n, \alpha M), \alpha \geq 1 \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $M$ is the initial number of object proposals, and $\alpha$ is a loose parameter used for adjusting $M$. Experiments show that the smaller $\alpha$ will not degrade the detection rate too much, so we adopt $\alpha = 1.2, M = 1000$ in the experiments. $I(\cdot)$ represents image object proposal method which can return some bounding boxes with corresponding scores. 

### B. Motion estimation based mapping

As to video processing, motion flow should always be calculated. Therefore, it is intuitive to apply optical flow into video object proposals for it reflects the movement of pixels. Considering the computational efficiency, a beyond pixels method proposed in [13] is utilized in our experiments. In fact, any optical flow algorithm which has a good performance in leveraging commuting efficiency and accuracy can be adopted. Because of bidirectional contextual information preserved in video, bidirectional optical flow should be calculated at the same time. Let the context length of frame $n$ be $2k$, then the bidirectional motion-based contextual mapping bounding boxes $C_{n-k}$ and $C_{n+k}$ can be formulated as:

$$C_{n-k} = \{ b'_i | b'_i = Mapping(b_i, m_{n-k}) \& b_i \in C_n \}$$   \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$C_{n+k} = \{ b'_i | b'_i = Mapping(b_i, m_{n+k}) \& b_i \in C_n \}$$   \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $m_{n-k}$ is the optical flow calculated from $n_{th}$ frame to its previous $k_{th}$ frame, and $m_{n+k}$ is the optical flow calculated from $n_{th}$ frame to its post $k_{th}$ frame. $Mapping(\cdot)$ is the optical flow based motion mapping function.

### C. Contextual re-scoring and re-ranking

The key procedure for window scoring based object proposals depends on scoring strategy. Experiments show that evaluating bounding boxes frame by frame will lead to object omitting. To avoid this kind of deficiency, contextual information should be introduced into the video object proposals in a proper way. To achieve this target, we build a context-aware framework. Firstly, generating limited window candidates as described in Sec. II-A. Secondly, mapping the bounding boxes of the current frame forward and backward as described in Sec. II-B. The objective of mapping is to get a series of corresponding boxes and acquire new scores based on contextual frame information. The contextual re-scoring can be calculated as follows.

$$S_{n-k}^i = I(f_{n-k}, C_{n-k})$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$S_{n+k}^i = I(f_{n+k}, C_{n+k})$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

The final score $S_n$ of bounding box $b_i$ in frame $f_n$ is calculated by a weighted Gaussian, which is described in Eq. (6).

$$S_n^i = w_p \cdot S_{n-k} + w_q \cdot S_n + w_r \cdot S_{n+k}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where the subscript weighted parameters are in the subset of $\{p, q, r | p + q + r = 3 \}$.

The advantage of the proposed framework lies in that we did not take much attention to design a new scoring strategy for video. It is noted that we manage to design a tactics by using the image scoring strategy to score itself. Re-ranking is performed on the weighted scores calculated between bounding boxes generated by image methods and the motion-based mapping boxes propagating among neighboring sequences. Therefore, the proposed framework can achieve better detection rate on the same recall compared to utilize image methods on single frame.

### III. Experiments

#### A. Experimental settings

The proposed framework is validated on the dataset built in this paper, for there is no suitable dataset for window based video multi-object proposals. Our dataset collected from five famous movies. Each movie randomly contributes 5 shots, annotated by 12 subjects. The details of the built dataset are depicted in Table I. GT is short for ground truth, annotated by the rectangle frame by frame. Objects in each

![Figure 3. The detection rate of the shots from different movies. (a)-(e) are separately from Mission Impossible, Monsters University, Kung Fu Panda, X-Men and Toy Story. The red curve are the results generated by our method, while the black curve are the results generated by [5] with $\omega = 0.7$.](image)
frame are labeled by drawing bounding boxes around them. Ave. Obj. is the average number of objects contained in each shot. Ave. Frame is the average number of frames in each shot. In performance evaluation, detection rate (DR) with given number of windows (#WIN) \((\text{DR-#WIN})\) is used to illustrate the improvement, which is defined in Eq. (7).

\[
\text{DR-#WIN} = \frac{\#(o > \epsilon) \cap \#\text{WIN}}{\#\text{GT}} \cdot \epsilon \in \{x | 0.5 \leq x \leq 1\}, \tag{7}
\]

where \(o\) is the criterion of intersection over union. We adopt \(o = 0.7\) in our experiments for it is sufficient in the real applications. Furthermore, the Edgebox image proposals presented in [5] is utilized to generate window candidates, for it achieves the best performance over the state-of-the-art both in accuracy and efficiency.

\[\text{Table I}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shot Source</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>Ave. Obj</th>
<th>Ave. Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mission Impossible</td>
<td>640*268</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsters University</td>
<td>640*360</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kung Fu Panda</td>
<td>640*272</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men</td>
<td>640*266</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy Story</td>
<td>960*540</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by introducing image object proposal methods into video and yielding twice the result with half the effort, a context-aware framework by utilizing contextual information preserved in video frames is proposed. To evaluate the efficiency of video multi-object proposal, we build a specific multi-object dataset with bounding box based ground truth annotated frame by frame. Experiments on this challenge dataset show that the proposed approach outperforms the performance by utilizing the state-of-the-art method on single frame in sequence.
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